
Dignity Corp. DIGau Token Set To List On
CryptoSX Digital Asset Exchange

United States-Based Gold Reserves-Backed Security Token To Take Momentous Step Forward As Listing

Set To Occur On CryptoSX on January 11th

NEWBURY PARK, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, January 10, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Dignity

Corp. DIGau Token Set To List On CryptoSX Digital Asset Exchange

United States-Based Gold Reserves-Backed Security Token To Take Momentous Step Forward As

Listing Set To Occur On CryptoSX on January 11th 

Dignity Corporation ("Dignity Corp"), an established, US-based digital security that is crafting a

revolutionary approach by backing a security token with gold reserves, announces that their

native DIGau token will be listed on www.cryptosx.io tomorrow, Tuesday, January 11th. CryptoSX

is a Digital Assets Exchange active across Asia-Pacific and offers a multi-faceted platform for

Security Token Offerings (STOs) backed by Fiat/Crypto conversion capabilities. 

Last week, Dignity Corp. announced it had secured  $20 billion in additional gold, silver, platinum

and rare earth elements mining reserves along with mill processing operations.

Dignity Corp. is a blockchain development company that relies on a regulation-forward approach

and security tokens to unlock new ways of investing in the United States precious metals, mining,

and minerals sector. In mid-November, DIGau was approved by CryptoSX to begin trading on

their platform.

DIGau offers a path for investors to benefit from opportunities in the United States precious

metals mining and minerals sector. DIGau's value is anticipated to derive from the way it

combines gold reserves backing, the actual mining of the metals, and the creation of a

complementary investment fund in which the token holders may share in the profits of the fund

through the payment of dividends, all registered and regulated in the United States.

Dignity Corp. is concurrently engaged in issuing DIGau tokens in private placements to certain

investors under exemptions from the registration requirements of the Securities Act provided by

Rule 506(c) of Regulation D and Regulation S of the Securities Act. These tokens are "restricted

securities" as defined in Rule 144 of the Securities Act.   Due to various factors, including the

restrictions imposed by securities rules, the tokens issued in Regulation S private placements will
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not be eligible to trade on CryptoSX unless and until certain restrictions are lifted and tokens

issued in Regulation D private placements will not be eligible to trade on CryptoSX.

About Dignity Gold, LLC

Founded in 2019 by Stephen Braverman and Kent M. Swig, Dignity Gold is the parent company

of Dignity Corp. which is engaged in issuing the Dignity token using the ticker DIGau backed by

gold deposits located in the United States.

About CryptoSX

With the empowerment of world-leading technologies, CryptoSX has built a cutting-edge

platform for Security Token Offerings (STOs) backed by Fiat/Crypto conversion capabilities.

CryptoSX is compliant with all of the applicable financial and virtual exchange policies and

regulations of the Philippine Government under CEZA (Cagayan Economic Zone Authority) ‘Rules

on Digital Asset and Token Offerings’ Supplement to CEZA Financial Technology Solutions and

Offshore Virtual Currency Business Rules and Regulations of 2018 (‘CEZAFTSOVCBRR of 2018’).

CryptoSX was awarded a Full Principal License by CEZA in 2018.

Cautionary Statement

No securities regulatory authority, digital assets securities exchange or stock exchange has

approved or disapproved of the information contained in this news release or accepts

responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. This material contains ‘forward

looking statements’ within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section

21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. We undertake no obligation to revise these forward-

looking statements to reflect events or circumstances that arise after the posting of this material

and in no way guarantees the accuracy of this information at any time in the future.
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